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How can charcoal production become sustainable?

Ghana’s forest areas are declining by around 2% every year. A large part of
the logges wood is used as firewood and for charcoal. In its national REDD+
strategy, Ghana has identified the improvement of wood energy production
and its use as a key factor. However, measures to achieve this have not yet
attained their potential – and there is a risk that the destruction of forests will
continue, despite legislation that protects them. GIZ together with the IKI
project's partners aim to develop best practices for sustainable and efficient
charcoal production.

READ MORE
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Green Recovery Academy kicks off

Knowledge sharing for new green jobs and
promoting sustainable development strategies after
the pandemic for Central America and the
Dominican Republic.

READ MORE

Building wider support for ecosystem-based
adaptation (EbA)

How to communicate vital messages about EbA in
order to foster widespread uptake beyond pilot
projects.

READ MORE

The urgence of pushing climate action
forward

Keeping climate action on the agenda is vital for
sustainable infrastructure, social cohesion and
green economy jobs.

READ MORE

Sustainable mining in Chile for a reduction
of greenhouse gases

IKI has launched the "Network for Energy
Efficiency and Emissions Reduction" initiative to
support the reduction of greenhouse gases.

READ MORE

Bonn Challenge: Latin America and the
Caribbean 2021

Finance, monitoring, FLR upscaling and
intersectoral approaches in the focus of the
conference.

READ MORE
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Locked houses, Fallow lands: Climate Change and
Migration in Uttarakhand, India

 DOWNLOAD

Introducing Eco-Efficient Split Air Conditioners with
R-290 in Costa Rica

 DOWNLOAD
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Africa Climate Week 2021 
26 - 29 September
Virtual conference

website
 

Adaptation Futures Conference 
4 - 8 October

New Delhi, India

website
 

Would you like to promote an event in the IKI newsletter? Please send a message to: 
communications@z-u-g.org
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Plastic waste chokes
surfers' paradise

 watch 

A Brazilian city pioneering
green transport

 watch 
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